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WE TRANSLATE YOUR VISION
AZ-Translation is a first-class service provider that ensures peace of mind, because only AZ-Translation guarantees quality 

delivered on time within the assigned budget. 

We are your customizable bones that you can combine or divide, depending on your needs and expectations, to build a 

dreamily harmonized team that will make your troubles sail away. And everything in a safe environment, because we’re 

obsessed with security standards.

In a world of traditional translation, we believe that it is time to approach digital revolution in localization in a completely

new way.



Our Mission

AZ-Translation provides a full range of translation services to companies worldwide.

We combine our passion about languages and technologies into a qualified service to help you localize your product make to 

be handy in local languages, and adapted for the local cultures.

At AZ-Translation, we want to be the backbone of our client’s journey in providing expertise and customized solutions to 

global markets.



Our Vision

We are dedicated and orientated to develop our relationships with our clients and our main pillar is keeping you satisfied and 

obsessed. 

Our employees are the best talent in the industry, and they focus on customer-centricity relationships. Our long-standing 

commitment to our clients makes AZ-Translation different.

Our role is more than just localization but we fully understand that we are the ideal link between our clients' needs and the

most ideal services offered in the markets.



Our Values

We serve you with passion using the recent automated tools.

We are eager to be your unique space to make enjoy easier life.

The following is what makes us different:

Client Intimacy

QualityCommunication



You are our only focus

We approach customer intimacy to serve you. 

We work hardly for better understanding, anticipating, fulfilling stated and latent customer needs, goals, and processes.

And above all, we adhere to proceed with what we promised. 

We are your partner in your success journey

We consider ourselves your strategic partner, not just a company you deal with. 

We focus on business processes to drive out cost and waste, improve quality, and cycle times.

We are collaborative, transparent, flexible, and Innovative, and above all, we provide dynamic solutions for any the obstacles 

that face you.

Client Intimacy



Our Quality

AZ-Translation ensures the quality of the translated content.

We provide top quality translations to maintain our customer satisfaction.

To make sure that we are providing platinum quality, we rely on the following process: 

 Quality Assurance is a key component of any translation management system. Our QA process allows 

delivering excellent translations while continuously improving the overall quality.

 The entire review process is completely transparent to the client. Although clients don’t need to assist

in the QA process, they can view it and participate. For example, if the translator and reviewer are

discussing the best writing style, the client may help by explaining about the target audience.

 Creating and managing Glossary, Style Guide, and TM assets to ensure consistency of effort and good

results.

 Linguistic testing: ensuring your website or software maintains linguistic quality via a post-build review.

 Even the best translators can sometime make mistakes. That is a part of any human-driven process. We

have developed strong reviewing phase to find mistakes, correct them and verify that translations are

right. The issue tracking system guarantees that everything that needs fixing is fixed.



We chose our stuff carefully

Our teams have the in-depth knowledge to help you achieve fast, high-quality localization as we choose our linguists, 

reviewers, QA specialists, DTP specialists, engineers, web developers, testers, and management team cautiously. 

We have an in-house team as well as partners who we have picked carefully via a strong phase of testing and approving.

We are geeks

The technology plays a unique role in the industry.

Our team develops integrated solutions using the best technology out there.



Communication

We are transparent

Transparency is the main core of the long-standing relations.

We make our process and performance clear and reachable so you can know everything about us. 

We are confident

We provide what we promise because your words in safe hands.  
We believe that the trust is one of the important pillars between our clients and us.

We are Steady

As we consider ourselves your backbone of success, we are available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, not only by email 

but also by phone or SMS, cost-effective services. 



Our Services

We offer language services for multilingual projects, including translation, revision, linguistic quality 

services, terminology management, multilingual desktop publishing, project management, and 

content development.

We support our client with diverse services:

 Translation only

 Translation + Editing

 Translation + Editing + Proofreading

 Localization and Adaptation

 Editing and proofreading 

 DTP and Layout formatting (Desktop Publishing)

 MTPE (Machine Translation Post Editing)

 Localization Engineering

 Transcription services

 SEO 

 SEM

 Voice Over services

We provide different types of translations:

 Life science Translations

 Patent Translations

 Automotive Translations

 Medical Translations

 Medical devices Translations

 Pharmaceutical Translations

 Legal Translations

 Software and IT Translations

 AI Translations

 Heavy Machinery Translations



Industries

Our in-house and calibrated pole of resources is harmonized to provide the best of the best to our clients while maintaining our

core values using the most efficient solutions keeping the price, quality and on time delivery, our top focus:

 AI as well as the most recent advanced technologies.

 Automotive (including autopilot and electric cars)

 IT and Software

 Technology

 Financial and Legal

 Retail

 Travel & Hospitality

 Medical Devices

 Pharmaceuticals and Clinical Research



Attention to details is one of our main values to be able to define our place correctly in marketplace. Therefore, 

our language list is built to reflect the harmonized equation of quality standards, suitability, dependability & 

accessibility of the resources in the market.

Since we are adopting the most reliable and modern solutions in localization to build a fruitful collaboration with 

both our clients as well as our resources. Therefore, we are proud to say that we provide turnkey solutions for 

some specialized and important subject matters into Middle Eastern and African languages.

Afrikaans Hausa Malagasy Tigrinya

Akan Hebrew Maltese Tshiluba

Amharic Igbo Northern Sotho Tswana

Arabic Kazakh Oromo Turkish

Armenian Kinyarwanda Persian (Farsi) Ukrainian

Azerbaijani Kirundi Romanian Xhosa

Fulani Kurdish Sesotho Yiddish

Greek Latvian Somali Yoruba

Hausa Lingala Swahili Zulu

Languages



Thank you for being interested in AZ-Translation!


